
Malayan Horned Frog Care: A Comprehensive
Guide
Malayan horned frogs, also known as Asian horned frogs or Pacman frogs,
are a popular choice for reptile enthusiasts due to their unique appearance
and interesting behaviors. These frogs are native to Southeast Asia, and
they can be found in a variety of habitats, including rainforests, swamps,
and marshes. Malayan horned frogs are ambush predators, and they will
typically wait for their prey to come close before they strike. Their diet
consists mainly of insects, but they will also eat small rodents and other
reptiles.
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Habitat

Malayan horned frogs require a humid environment with plenty of hiding
places. The ideal temperature range for these frogs is between 75 and 85
degrees Fahrenheit, and the humidity should be around 70%. The
enclosure should be large enough to provide the frog with plenty of space
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to move around, and it should be equipped with a water dish, a hiding
place, and a basking spot.

Diet

Malayan horned frogs are carnivores, and they will eat a variety of insects,
such as crickets, mealworms, and dubia roaches. They will also eat small
rodents, such as mice and rats. The frog should be fed once or twice a
week, and the food should be dusted with calcium powder.

Size

Malayan horned frogs can grow to be quite large, with some specimens
reaching a length of over 8 inches. The average size for these frogs is
between 4 and 6 inches.

Lifespan

The lifespan of a Malayan horned frog is typically between 5 and 10 years.
However, with proper care, some frogs can live for up to 15 years.

Tank Setup

The ideal tank setup for a Malayan horned frog is a 20-gallon terrarium with
a secure lid. The terrarium should be equipped with a water dish, a hiding
place, and a basking spot. The substrate should be a mixture of peat moss
and coconut fiber. The terrarium should be misted with water daily to
maintain humidity.

Malayan horned frogs are fascinating creatures that make great pets for
reptile enthusiasts. These frogs are relatively easy to care for, and they can
make a great addition to any reptile collection.
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Comprehensive Guide by Nick Nanton
In the ever-evolving marketing landscape, celebrity branding has
emerged as a potent force, captivating audiences and driving brand
success. From...
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